Title: Wafer Inspection

Abstract: Integrated circuit (IC) devices are an integral part of today’s life, and the demand for better, lower cost IC devices continue to grow. Wafer inspection is an important step which semi-conductor fabrication plants adopt to uncover design or process problems to ensure IC devices meet high performance design and yield targets. Today, wafer inspection steps are injected in both R&D and high volume production phases in the development cycle. As design node shrinks, the size of defects causing IC devices to fail also shrinks. This leads to higher sensitivity requirement for wafer inspector node after node. The sensitivity target for current generation is aimed at finding defects on the order of 10nm. Not only is sensitivity a key, wafer inspector must also complete inspection in tight time frame so the development process can be monitored in real time. In this presentation, we will discuss the challenges wafer inspectors face and the technologies enabling successful wafer inspection.
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